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By Michelle Colussi & Don McNair

There was a time on Vancouver Island when
Hupacasath First Nation would have been satisfied if
some of its members found work building a power plant
in the vicinity. There was a time when their next-door
neighbours in Port Alberni would have shrugged off as
“the smell of money” any fumes such a plant might emit.
And there was a time when the provincial power utility,
BC Hydro, only considered energy projects that were a)
massive and b) in remote locations.

But not any more. For the last eight years, citizens of Port

Alberni have instead insisted on a source of electrical power that

didn’t compromise the environment. So did the Hupacasath, as

well as revenue and jobs that would bolster their members’

prosperity and dignity. For its part, BC Hydro has wanted to

promote small, locally-owned and managed sources of renewable

power.

As a consequence we have Upnit Power Corporation: a micro

hydroelectric plant on the traditional lands of the Hupacasath

Nation, employing their people, selling power to the utility for

consumption in Port Alberni and elsewhere, and returning

profits to its owners  the majority shareholder being the

Hupacasath.

How else were such divergent needs and interests to be

reconciled? By private enterprise alone? Not in that location. By

the state? Not when the electorate wants lower taxes and a debt-

free government.

No, the solution lay elsewhere, just as it has in Montréal since

1983. There, living on the streets of its southwest neighbour-

hoods, some young people need work. But not just any work. If

they are to avoid lives of dependence, drugs, and crime, they also

need skills and room for personal and professional growth.

Montréal’s taxpayers require safety, but many of them also need

quality furniture, and construction and renovation services.

As a consequence, we have Le Boulot vers ..., a business that

trains street youth in woodworking. The trainees earn a salary;

Le Boulot vers ... earns revenue from the sale of their products

and services and from a contract with Emploi-Québec.

Taxpayers get their investment back within a year as the young
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people go on to further training or into jobs. What other sort of

organization could have accomplished so much for so many, at so

little cost for over a generation?

These are but two examples, and I’m sure it wouldn’t take us

long to think of at least another dozen, or hundred … well, even

thousands of these“social enterprises,” depending on where we set

the boundaries. Some are nonprofits, some are co-operatives,

some are joint ventures. Some deal with recycling, some with

health or training, many with food and home care.

Like a business, they generate their own revenue. Unlike a

business, they measure their effectiveness primarily in non-

financial terms: the improvements they make to the quality of life

of particular places or populations, often endangered by the

action or inaction of the public or private sector. What revenue

their operations may generate over and above costs is not

distributed to owners, but reinvested in the enterprise or in the

community.

While social enterprise is not new, its profile is on the rise,

favoured by a growing awareness of connections between the

marketplace and other social or environmental values that we

hold dear. What is not on the rise is the infrastructure of

technical assistance, finance, training, and professional association

that can make social enterprise more commonplace and more

successful.

A necessarily complex solution to complex problems, social

enterprise is an extremely demanding course of action. Yet the

infrastructure that so grandly and effectively supports the

performance of Canada’s private entrepreneurs is nowhere in

evidence for social entrepreneurs, outside of Québec. (See

sidebar,“Learning from Québec,” next page.)

How then do we bring it together? In light of rising energy

costs, environmental change, and the aging of our population, the

entanglement of social and environmental with economic issues

is only going to intensify and with it, the competitive advantage of

social enterprise. What combination of individual, local, and

regional initiatives can make an infrastructure supportive of its

development begin to emerge with minimum dissension and

confusion?

That is what the Development Wheel Project was meant to

discover.
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A practitioner-led experiment in social enterprise development

the Learning CurveBending
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A Practitioner-Led Experiment

The Project was an experiment in practitioner-led training,

research, promotion, and facilitation organized by the Canadian

Centre for Community Renewal (CCCR) from late 2005 to

2008. It looked for ways to kick-start concerted collaboration and

action amongst a range of organizations that were already

supportive of social enterprise or that might be, once they

understood it as a valid strategic option.

This bottom-up strategy notwithstanding, the Project owed

much to two initiatives of the federal government. One was the

Social Economy Initiative announced by Paul Martin’s adminis-

tration in 2004. It promised $100 million in“patient” capital for

investment in social enterprises and another $17 million for

building regional capacity to create and expand social enterprise.

The second was the Models Program of the Rural Secretariat.

The Secretariat, a division of the Department of Agriculture and

Agri-food, has a mandate to co-ordinate and promote policy and

actions that stem rural decline. Its Models Program funded

initiatives that adapt innovations with a proven track record to

new contexts and to a greater scale.

Learning from Québec

For many of us Québec has long been a model of how to strengthen
social enterprise. Rather than one social enterprise here and
another there, Québecers orchestrate a “network of networks.” It
links clusters of social enterprise – community radio, housing co-
ops, recyclers, etc. – to a broader array of allies and partners (see
diagram, below). The Réseau d’investissement social du Québec
(RISQ) puts social enterprises in touch with equity, loans, and
technical assistance grants.

It’s not a “social enterprise program” we see in Québec; it’s a
construction site for an alternative economy - a social economy.
Thus the name, Chantier de l’économie sociale. But this was not
always the case. The Chantier goes back only to 1997. How did they
create this powerful mechanism for advancing social enterprise?

Of central importance were regional intermediaries like the
Sociétés d’aide au développement des collectivités, Québec’s
equivalent of the Community Futures Development Corporations
that exercise a CED mandate in specific areas across the country.
Leaders also emerged from sector-based associations (co-
operatives, daycares, health care centres) and such communities of
interest as women and labour.

Within the vicinities of Montréal, Trois-Rivières, and Gatineau,
then across the province, Québecers systematically began to carry
out many of the functions essential to social enterprise
development, like finance, technical assistance, and supportive
public policies. They did their homework, built on existing assets
and relationships, then broadened that base proactively with still
more supports and engagement.

Has the rest of Canada anything comparable? Not even close.
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Making Waves

Making

Waves

CCCR proposed to adapt the Development Wheel, a tool we

had developed for First Nations in the late 1980s on the basis of

still earlier U.S. experience with community economic develop-

ment. (See“Tools and Engines of Enterprise,” p. 6.) We hoped to

address three questions.

1. In what ways could we adapt the Development Wheel to make

social enterprise development more effective and more

efficient in various parts of the country?

2. How could we build the capacity of organizations with

regional jurisdictions to foster social enterprise by means of

the tool?

3. How might we help build provincial networks supportive of

social enterprise development?

If it succeeded, we expected the Project to yield a net increase

in the capacity of the provinces and regions we worked with to

A complex solution to complex problems, social
enterprise is an extremely demanding course of
action. Yet the infrastructure that so grandly &
effectively supports private entrepreneurs is nowhere
in evidence for social entrepreneurs, outside of
Québec. How then do we bring it together?
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support social enterprise development. It was not so much about multiplying social

enterprises as about building systems that could make that happen.

We thought the project both timely and strategic. With the Social Economy

Initiative as a backdrop, we expected there to be plenty of capital available to prompt

demand. Still, anything practitioner-led is not easy. It depends heavily on voluntary

participation by independent organizations with their own mandates and missions,

terminology, and strategic priorities. For them to collaborate they had to discover

common ground, when even the meaning of the term“social enterprise” was subject to

debate. How much conceptual conformity is essential for the sake of efficiency? How

much conformity will offend organizations that have their own proud track record of

techniques and language? (See“An Experiment in Bottom-up, Systemic Change,” p. 9.)
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Outcomes

Ironically, just as the Project got underway the federal government changed and the

Social Economy Initiative was cancelled. We reduced the Project to two sites,

Francophone Ontario and three regions of B.C., and proceeded anyway.

Our experiences in the two locations were very, very different. In Ontario, some major

organizations lent their support to the Project: the Réseau de développement

économique et d’employabilité (RDÉE), Ontario Trillium Foundation, and FedNor. The

Development Wheel touched a chord with francophone communities in the southwest

and northeast. People and organizations coalesced around the tool’s vocabulary, con-

cepts, and procedures. (See“A Lever of Development,” p. 12 .)

In B.C., the disinterest of the new federal administration in social enterprise cost the

Project two of its regional partners. We were left with three regions to serve and only one

regional organization with any capacity to do so, the Fraser Valley Centre for Social

Enterprise. So we improvised. Instead of regional organizations, we focussed our efforts

on making technical assistance more accessible to social enterprise in these regions. (See

“Business First” and“Now Yer Cookin’,” pp. 17 and 20.) In B.C. we also devoted more

time and energy to research: for example, the importance that social enterprise might

attain in the next 10-15 years as a succession option for the thousands of baby-boomers

who will be retiring from small business. (See“Get Ready for the Big One,” p. 23.)

What did we conclude? The Project confirmed the need for organizational capacity at

a regional level to promote, target, and support social enterprise. This“finding” supports

what the Canadian CED Network and others have long contended: capacity at the local

level is not always cost-effective while capacity at the provincial level has difficulty

addressing local needs. The impacts that RDÉE achieved, due to their community

Anything practitioner-led depends heavily on voluntary participation
by independent organizations with their own mandates & missions,
terminology, & strategic priorities. For them to collaborate they had
to discover common ground. How much conceptual conformity is
essential for the sake of efficiency?



presence and their broad economic/employment mandate, differ

notably from those attained in B.C.

It also demonstrated the difficulty and the reward of building

and maintaining coalitions of diverse stakeholders. Finding that

common cause does not happen by magic. It takes time, sweat,

and shoe-leather to bring people together and to facilitate debate

and learning over time. It is well worth the effort, however. If a

thriving social economy is to emerge in Canada, it will be due in

large part to determined networks of provincial and regional

organizations working within a common vision and strategy.

But a common tool? Not necessarily. The project test-drove

the Development Wheel as a vehicle to ensure consistent, quality

approaches to social enterprise development at multiple levels.

That happened in a variety of locations in Ontario. It did not

happen at all in B.C., where trainers and technical assistance

providers had their own tried and true approaches to social

enterprise development.

So we wonder what sort of legacy the Project shall leave.

Which of its sites will yield the most fruit? Will the regional

networks co-ordinated by RDÉE in Ontario lead to more

numerous and effective social enterprises? Or will that fledgling

group of technical assistance providers make a more measurable

difference in B.C.? (See“The Prospects for Scale?” p. 28.)

This is not a matter of academic interest. Social enterprise

offers us ways to address community issues of unprecedented

complexity where otherwise we would have to make do with

partial solutions, or no solution at all. After 50 years of struggle

between free-market capitalism and socialism, however, the

uptake on social enterprise is slow. Many people and institutions

continue to expect answers from either private business or

government, today’s traditional agents of change, and to distrust

or overlook the“hybrid.” The learning curve could be a long one –

too long. How exactly we might bend that curve steeply upwards,

and realize dramatic gains in the practice and results of social

enterprise in the near future, has very real implications for the

way Canadians will live in 2020. The Development Wheel

Project experimented with one approach. What would you

propose?

MICHELLE COLUSSI was Co-director of the Development Wheel Project
and its B.C. Provincial Co-ordinator. She is Manager of Technical
Assistance at the Centre for Community Enterprise and a member of the
Canadian CED Network. Reach her at 250-595-8874 or
colussi@telus.net. DON MCNAIR is Managing Editor of
magazine.

Many more lessons from the Development Wheel Project are captured
in the following research reports, all accessible at www.cedworks.com
(“Social Enterprise”):

Making Waves

Social Enterprise Technical Assistance in the UK
The Role of Social Enterprise in Business Retention and Succession
Planning
A Case Study of the Fraser Valley Centre for Social Enterprise
Introduction to Social Enterprise Resource Package
CBO Survey Reports (B.C. and Ontario)
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